
Iki Bottle (Ascent)
Carragh Amos
Stoneware
Electric fired ^6
Oxidation
31.8 x 8.6 x 9cm
SOLD

Iki Bottle (Stepped)
Carragh Amos
Stoneware
Electric fired ^6
Oxidation
29.1 x 8.5 x 9cm
SOLD

Once Eastern Zhou
Carragh Amos
Stoneware and wild clay
Gas fired ^9
Reduction
34.5 x 19 x 19cm
$2300

Once Garrowby Food 
Vase
Carragh Amos
Stoneware and wild clay
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
16.8 x 20.8 x 21.5cm
$550

Once Tang Bottle
Carragh Amos
Stoneware
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
34.7 x 22 x 20.5cm
$1800

One of two bottles created at the end of circuit 
breaker. It is an exploration of vertical form 
subjected to artist action. Although my main 
interest here is formal, as it was made whilst CB 
homesickness was at its peak, I believe this 
longing fed through to the vessel - to be 
influenced by the snow-capped landscapes of my 
home country (NZ). 

One of two bottles created immediately after 
circuit breaker. The erosion of clay through artist 
action mimics the way natural elements erode 
mountain ranges. Isolation during CB intensified 
my homesickness for New Zealand. I believe this 
was subconsciously impressed into work, and can 
be seen in the mirroring of New Zealand 
landscapes in ceramics of that period.

My works often reference historical pottery forms. 
Recently I have also become interested in 
balancing aspects of East and West. Inspired by a 
Chinese Eastern Zhou vase, I adapted the form to 
create an original design. By applying an 
imperfect and visceral surface (instead of the 
original decorative surface), I hope to further 
remove it from its origins, instead placing it in a 
new hybrid space between Eastern and Western 
art histories.

Along with well preserved historical ceramics, my 
works often reference primitive and damaged 
archaeological finds. In this piece, a food vase 
found in Britain is adapted and scaled to monolith. 
By doing so a simple everyday pottery item is 
promoted to a thing of value. As with many recent 
works this piece balances the Western form with 
Eastern influences – particularly in the use of 
Japanese carving techniques.

After coming across an unusual Chinese Tang 
Bottle form, I became fascinated with the 
impractical nature of the vessel and its contrast 
with mainstream Western ideas of elegance – 
especially the much-honoured Greeks. This lead 
me to consider how I might balance the two 
aesthetics in one piece. I adapted the form with  
Grecian details (eg. the frill) but approached the 
entire piece with a roughness and desire for 
imperfection. To further remove the piece from 
known forms, I drew upon the experimental 
nature of raw materials to rebel against the perfect 
surfaces of these two great art aesthetics.



This work was initially inspired by damaged pottery 
found at an archaeological dig site in Britain. I have 
adapted and scaled the form, to increase the sense 
of value. As with other recent works this piece is a 
hybrid of East and West. Traditional-style Japanese 
shino is applied heavily to the exterior, the layering 
of texture and stone inclusions representative of the 
impact of time and perspective on our shared 
human histories.

I selected the original Tang form not because it was 
beautiful, but because I found it grotesque. It is an 
unusual and somewhat impractical shape. The 
challenge of redesigning a brutal form into one with 
complexity and a delicate surface intrigued me. The 
original silhouette was imperfectly mimicked, and 
intentionally deteriorated through hand-building 
and melting stone inclusions. The increased scale 
removes it from functional into formal, a strange 
sculpture that invites intimate inspection.

How might a tactile ceramic form invite a touch of 
the fingertips, but repel us with its pristine 
materiality? This vessel is part of a recent body of 
work balancing East and West. The purity of 
porcelain is juxtaposed with bleeding New Zealand 
black/iron sand, gathered in the rain from a surf-
beaten Taranaki coastline. Thick and tactile 
porcelain drips grate against the history of this fine 
material.

This jar celebrates the texture and depth of 
character inherent in naturally occuring earth. The 
form was created by slowly hollowing out a block 
of wild clay (kuri-nuki method). The clay was dug, 
dried, processed, and wedged by hand in my studio 
– a true labour of love. 

The belly sinks to just kiss the table below, the 
seams split apart, deep crevasses form in the iron-
rich clay - but the piece remains intact. Formed 
from foraged clay found at a construction site, this 
work pushes the material to the extent of its 
character. 

Once British Beaker
Carragh Amos
Stoneware and porcelain
Gas fired ^9, reduction
24.2 x 20.3 x 20.5cm
$1200

Once Tang Form
Carragh Amos
Stoneware and wild clay
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
12 x 11.6 x 11.7cm
$320

Untitled
Carragh Amos
Porcelain, NZ sand
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
20 x 12 x 11.5cm
SOLD

Foraged Jar
Carragh Amos
Wild clay
Gas fired ^9
Reduction
10.4 x 11 x 10.8cm
$220

Foraged Tray
Carragh Amos
Wild clay, porcelain
Gas fired ^9
Reduction
5 x 34 x 22cm
$260



Body Vessel (White)
Carragh Amos
Stoneware
Electric fired ^6
Oxidation
19.5 x 12.2 x 12cm
SOLD

Body Vessel (Olive)
Carragh Amos
Wild clay
Gas fired ^9,
Reduction
17 x 9.5 x 9.3cm
SOLD

Untitled
Carragh Amos
Stoneware and wild clay
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
18.8 x 7.9 x 7.3cm
SOLD

Painterly Shino Tea Set
Carragh Amos
Wild clay and porcelain
Gas fired ^9
Reduction
12 x 30.6 x 19.7cm
SOLD

West Golden Crystal Set
Carragh Amos
Stoneware
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
12 x 22.4 x 15.5cm
$320

Deeply human, the gourd form is one of the 
most common silhouette shapes throughout the 
history of ceramics – particularly in primitive 
cultures. Here the gourd in reinterpreted in a 
contemporary context.  Still, it is of nature, it is 
woman, it is the body.

A contemporary take on the primitive gourd 
form, found in archaeological sites throughout 
the world. In this vessel the Japanese carving 
approach is applied to the gourd form, which 
was historically constructed from coils of clay. A 
modern interpretation is brought about with the 
integration of two separate histories.

Harsh and gentle, soft and hard, warm and cold. 
An experiment in vertical form and surface, 
influenced by Japanese carving techniques. A 
cloudy matte glaze softens the brutal cuts of the 
artists knife , inviting the viewer to physically 
engage with the surface of the ware.

Wild clay slowly dug, dried, and processed 
myself. They call plates ‘potters paintings’. The 
surface of this tray and the chawan have been 
approached in an expressive painterly manner. 
Lyrical brushed effects are layered in reductive 
and additive methods. This set is part of a series 
of works interpreting the influences of East and 
West.

East meets West in the pairing of a mug with a 
tea set. Reductive carving in both forms exposes 
the raw texture of the high-iron clays. Coated 
with the same deep green glaze, the growth of 
gold-coloured crystals is variegated naturally 
due to form, mass, and chemistry. 



A Peter Voulkos-inspired teabowl surface 
featuring cuts and slashes, with a Japanese -style 
tray. The pieces are crafted from foraged clay that 
I dug, processed, crafted, then layered with 
various other wild clay slips. A set to invite the 
slow enjoyment of tea and the beauty of 
handmade forms. 

This set offers a contrast between the fine 
perfection of pure porcelain and the unpredictable 
nature of found materials – both in wild clays 
(saucer) and black New Zealand  sand (teacup). 
The high-iron sand was collected in person from 
the West coast of the North Island, Taranaki, New 
Zealand.

Inspired by time I spent studying under a 
Japanese floral designer in Melbourne, this is a 
vase designed to emphasise the minimalist beauty 
present in a single stem. The work is crafted from 
wild clay that I dug and processed myself, before 
sculpting and hollowing the form. Through the 
treatment of the material, I hope to make 
permanent the nature and characteristics of 
malleable clay.

A balance of East and West, this vase was 
initially inspired by a much more primitive find 
from a British archaeological site. To this was 
applied a Japanese sensibility, and carving style. 
The gentle matte glaze adds another layer of East 
to the Western body – with a surface softness 
reminiscent of sliding paper screens.

Tea Set in Olive
Carragh Amos
Wild clay
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
12 x 23 x 15.5cm
SOLD

East West Tea Set
Carragh Amos
Porcelain, wild clay, and 
NZ sand
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
8.5 x 15 x 14.6cm
SOLD

Ikebana Vase 1
Carragh Amos
Wild clay
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
7.5 x 9.4 x 8.5cm
SOLD

Once British Vase
Carragh Amos
Stoneware
Gas fired ^10
Reduction
14.8 x 10.4 x 10.2cm
SOLD


